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ON   THE  VARIATIONAL  METHOD   FOR  THE   EXISTENCE

OF  SOLUTIONS  OF   NONLINEAR  EQUATIONS
OF  HAMMERSTEIN  TYPE

DJAIRO  G.   reFIGUEIREDO  AND   CHAITAN   P.   GUPTA1

Abstract. Let Y be a real Banach space and X* its conjugate

Banach space. Let A be an unbounded monotone linear mapping

from A"to X* and Na potential mapping from X* to X. In this paper

we establish the existence of a solution of the equation u + ANu = v

for a given v in X* using variational method. Our method consists

in using a splitting of A via an auxiliary Hubert space and solving an

equivalent equation in this auxiliary Hubert space. In §2, we prove

the same result in the case when Y is a Hubert space using the

natural splitting of A in terms of its square root. We do this to

compare and contrast the proofs in the two cases.

Introduction. Let Y be a real Banach space and Y* denote its conjugate

Banach space. Let A be an unbounded monotone linear mapping from

.Yto X* and A/a nonlinear mapping from X* to Y satisfying no monotone

hypothesis. In this paper we study the solvability of the equation

(1) u + A Nu = v

for a given element v in Y*. Equations of the form given in (1) are known

as equations of Hammerstein type. The most interesting example of (1)

is when A is a linear integral mapping and A7 is a so-called Nemitsky

mapping. The case when A is an unbounded linear mapping corresponds

to the case of linear integral mappings having Carleman kernels. We

may mention that our study of equation (1) when A is an unbounded

linear mapping makes it possible to apply our results not only to non-

linear integral equations of Hammerstein type but also to certain boundary

value problems in nonlinear differential equations.

In recent years there has been extensive work on these equations under

various monotonicity assumptions on N. A recent paper of Browder

[1] contains a fairly complete bibliography on this subject. The authors

in their previous works [3], [4] had considered the case when the linear
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mapping A is unbounded and TV satisfied some sort of monotonicity

conditions. In case N does not satisfy any monotonicity condition it

seems appropriate to use variational methods. However, one is bound to

have several difficulties stemming from the unbounded nature of the

linear mapping A. In a Hubert space these difficulties could be handled

because the unbounded monotone linear mapping A has a natural splitting

in terms of its square root, while no such thing had been known in the

case of Banach spaces. It is for these reasons (it seems) that Vainberg

and Lavrentiev [8] in their joint work impose several extraneous conditions

on the Banach spaces and on the linear mapping A, for then they are

able to reduce equation (1) to an equivalent equation in a Hubert space

and use the known splitting there. In this paper, we have been able to

study (1) without any such restrictions by using a new splitting of A

and our results generalize their results.

A subset D of XxX* is said to be monotone if (x—y, x*—y*)^.0 for

all pairs [x, x*], [y,y*] in D. Here (x, x*) denotes the duality pairing

between the elements x of X and x* of X* and in the following we make

the convention that (x*, x) = (x, x*). A monotone set is said to be maximal

monotone if it is not a proper subset of any other monotone set. A map-

ping T: D(T)—*X*, where D(T)^X, is monotone if its graph G(T) =

{[x, Tx]:x e 0(7")} is a monotone set, and T is maximal monotone if its

graph is a maximal monotone set. A linear mapping A: D(A)—-X*, D(A)<^X,

is symmetric if (Ax, y) = (Ay, x) for every x, y in D(A). A mapping

N:X*->-X is called a weak*-gradient if there exists a functional f.X*--R

(where R denotes the set of real numbers) such that

,„  *    • ,      r    f(x* + ty*)-f(x*)
(Nx , y ) = hm-

«-o /

for every x*,y* in X*. In particular, if X is reflexive the notion of weak*-

gradient coincides with that of weak-gradient. We remark that if X is

not reflexive and a given /:X*-+R is weakly-Gateaux differentiable then

its weak-gradient is a mapping from X* to A'** and so/does not give

rise, in general, to a mapping of the type considered here.

Our main result is as follows:

Theorem 1. Let X be a real Banach space such that the unit ball in its

conjugate X* is weak*-sequentially-compact. (In particular, this is the

case if X is either reflexive or separable.) Let A: D(A)-+ X*, D(A)^X, be

a linear maximal monotone symmetric densely defined mapping from X

to X*. Let ¡V:X*-*X be the weak*-gradient of a functional f:X*^-R

which is assumed to be lower-weak*-semkontinuous and such that

(2) f(x*) ^ ro(||;r*||)   for all x* in X*
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where the numerical function to(r) is bounded below for r^O and «>(r)-++ oo

as r—>+oo. Then, there exists x* e X* such that x* + ANx*=y* for each

given y * in X*.

Remarks,    (i) The bound (2) on/required in Theorem 1 is satisfied if

(3) /(x*)^fl1||x*[|2 + a2||x*||(, + a3

where öjX), a2 and a3 are any given real numbers, O<0<2. The estimate

(3) arises in several situations for the potential of Nemitsky mappings,

see [9].

(ii) Compare the above theorem with Theorem 4 of [8] where even

under more stringent conditions only a sort of generalized solution is

obtained.

(iii) Without loss of generality we may assume that y*=0. For

if this is not the case we replace N by the mapping N1 defined by A/,(;c*) =

N(x*+y*) and it is easy to verify that A/, satisfies the conditions of

Theorem 1, above.

In the proof of Theorem 1, we use a splitting of the unbounded linear

mapping A, which is given in Theorem 2, below. To obtain this splitting

we follow Browder-Gupta [2] who considered the case of bounded A.

We may also mention that Theorem 1, above, extends a previous result

of Gupta [5] for the case of A bounded.

Theorem 2. Let A : D(A)-*X* be a linear monotone symmetric densely

defined mapping from X to X*. Then there exists a Hilbert space H, a

linear mapping S:D(A)~*H such that A=S*S, where S* : D(S*)->-X*,

D(S*)c=H, is the adjoint of S.

The proofs of above theorems are given in §§1 and 2. In §3, we consider

the Hilbert space case, where unlike the Banach space case we succeed

in reducing the variational problem to the one of minimizing a functional

on a complete set. In this manner we obtain some results which are

comparable with results announced by Lavrentiev in a Doklady note [7].

1. Proof of Theorem 2. Consider in D(A) the following bilinear form,

b[x,y] = (Ax,y), which in view of the monotonicity of A is such that

b[x, x]^.0. Consequently one has Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

(4) \b[x,y]\^(b[x,x]yi*(b[y,y]yi\

Next we define the set ,4 ={x e D(A):b[x, x]=0}, which in view of

(4) is also given by

JV = {xeD(A):b[x,y] = 0 for all y in D(A)}.
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Thus jV is a closed linear subspace of D(A). So the quotient space H0=

DiA)!^ is a prehilbertian space with our inner product [ , ] defined

as follows. Let n: DiA)—*!!,) be the canonical mapping, and let x, y e H0,

Then [x, y] = {Ax, y) where x e tt~1(x) and y e Tr~l(y).

Now let us denote by H the completion of H0 with respect to this inner

product. Let us finally denote by S the composition of it with the em-

bedding mapping of H0 into H and let us also use [ , ] for the inner

product in H.

So the mapping S:D(A)—>H is densely defined and has a dense range,

by construction. It then follows that the adjoint mapping S* : D(S*)-+X*

is injective. Now, we claim that R(S)'= D(S*), which implies, in particular,

that S* is densely defined. To prove the claimed inclusion let Sx e R(S),

xgD(A); the linear functional l:D(A)^R defined by l(y)=[Sx, Sy] is

bounded because

\[Sx,Sy]\ = \(Ax,y)\^ \\Ax\\ ■ \\y\\.

So / can be extended to a bounded linear functional on X, which proves

that Six) e D{S*) and [Sx, Sy] = {S*Sx, y) for all y in DiA). On the other

hand, [Sx, Sy] = {Ax, y), by definition. It then follows from the density

of D{A) in X that S*S=A, as we wanted to prove.    Q.E.D.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. Let us denote the norm in H by | • |, and let

us define a functional 0:D(<D)-+Ä, D{<$>)clH, by

(5) cp(„) = JI«!» +f{S*u)

where S* is the adjoint of the mapping S defined in Theorem 2. So

D{(&) = D{S*). In view of the hypothesis on/we obtain 4>(w)^! |«|2+

w{\\S*u\\). Now let A/=inf{û>(r):riïO}. Thus <&{u)>±\u\2+M for all

u e D{Q>) and the functional O is bounded from below on D{<t>). Let

d= inf{0(«):we£>(0)}

and let {«„} be a minimizing sequence for <P. It is clear that, for all n

sufficiently large,

(6) rf+lè <!>(«„) ^ l K|2 + <o{\\S*u„\\) > M.

It then follows from (6) that, the sequences {un} and {S*un} are bounded.

In view of the weak compactness of the ball in H and the weak*-sequential

compactness of the ball in X* we may assume (by going to a subsequence,

if necessary) that there exist elements w0 in H and y* in X* such that

urT^uo 'n ^and S*un-^*y* in X*, where —* denotes the weak convergence

and -^* weak* convergence. Now we claim that u0e D{S*). Indeed,

all we have to do is to prove that the linear functional /: D{A)-+R defined
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by l(x)= [u0, Sx] is bounded. And this is so because

[u0, Sx] = lim[un, Sx] = lim(S*«„, x) = (y*, x),   and

\[u0, Sx]\ ^ \\y*\\ ■ \\x\\;

from (7) it follows that S*u0=y*. Next we prove that <J>(w) assumes its

infimum at u0, i.e., O(w0) = ci. Indeed, since the norm in H is weakly-lower-

semicontinuous and/is weak*-lower-semicontinuous we obtain that

| |u0|2 +/(S*u0) á "¡m inf{è \un\2 + f(S*un)} = lim <&(«„) = d.

Now, since <D has a minimum at w0, it follows that for all u e D(<I>), we

have

1¡m<*)("o + '«)-<&(»o)_0

¡-•0 t

when such a limit exists. It is, however, easy to see that this limit exists for

all m e £>(0), and we obtain

(8) [m0, «] + WS*u0), S*u) = 0.

We, now, claim that N(S*u0) e D(A) and, moreover, ANS*u0= —S*u0.

This we can do if we prove that

(9) (Ax + S*u0, x - NS*u0) ^ 0

for all x e D(A), in view of the maximal monotonicity of A. Using (8)

first with u = uu and then with i =Sx we obtain

-(N(S*ua), S*u0) = K, «„],        -(N(S*u0), S*Sx) = [u0, Sx].

This reduces (9) to the inequality

(10) (Ax, x) + (S*un, x) + [u0, u0] + [u0, Sx] ^ 0.

Now let {x„}<= D(A) be such that Sxn-*u0 in H. It is then easy to see

that (10) is obtained from the inequality (Ax + Ax„, x+xn)= \Sx + Sxn\2^.

0 by taking the limit as «—>-oo.

Finally, from the relation S*u0 + ANS*u0=0 it follows that x* = S*u0

is a solution of x* + ANx* = 0.    Q.E.D.

3. Equations in a Hilbert space. We begin with some remarks on self-

adjoint (not necessarily bounded) linear mappings in Hilbert spaces. If

A: D(A)^-H, where D(A) is a dense subspace of the Hilbert space H,

is selfadjoint and monotone, then it follows that A is closed, densely

defined and maximal monotone. So A is w-accretive in the sense of Kato

[6]. Thus A has a square root Ain, which is also selfadjoint and w-accretive,

see [6].
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The next result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1. However

we include another proof in the hope that the ideas expounded there may

be useful in other situations.

Theorem 3. Let A : D(A)~*H be a selfadjoint monotone linear mapping

in a real Hilbert space H. Let f.H^-R be a weakly Gateaux differentiable

functional which is also weakly lower semicontinuous and is such thatf(x)^.

aJxP+aJjcf+ag where ax>0, a2^0, a3^0, 0<0<2. Let N denote the

weak-gradient off.
Then the equation x + ANx=y,for a given y in H, has at least one solution.

Proof. We can see as in the Remark (iii) after Theorem 1 that there

is no loss of generality in assuming that y=0. Define in D(Al/2) the

following inner-product [x, y] = (x, y) + (A1/2x, A1/2y), which gives the

norm |x| = (||x||2+M1/2x|l2)1/2.

The linear subspace D(A1/2) with this new norm is complete and conse-

quently is a Hilbert space which we denote by //'. In fact, if {«„} is a

Cauchy sequence in H' then {«„} and {A1/2un} are both Cauchy sequences

in H. So there are u, v in H such that wn—>-« and A1/2un—>-v in H. Since

A1'2 is closed we see that u e D(A^n) and v=A1,2u. So u e H' and clearly

«„—>-« in H'.

Now, consider the functional <t>:H'—-R defined by 0(w) = |||«||2-|-

f(A1,2u). We shall prove, now, that $ is weakly-lower-semicontinuous

in H'. To do this we first prove that if u„-^-u in //', then un-^u in H and

A1,2un-^AV2u in H. In fact,

[«», v] = (u„, v) + (A"2un, A^v)

= (un, v + Av)   for all v e D(A112).

Since D{A)c D(Al/2) and R(I+A)=H by virtue of w-accretiveness of A

it follows from (11) that un-^u in H. Similarly, using the expression

[un, AU2v] = (*„, AV2v) + (A1/2un, Av) = (All2un, v + Av)

we prove that A1/2un~^A1/2u in H. Thus we have

HI <; lim inf ||mJ,       f(A1/2u) ̂  lim inff(AV2un),

whenever u„—^u in FT. These two inequalities then imply that <!>(«)=

lim inf 0(m„) whenever un—*u in H'. Thus 0 is weakly-lower-semicon-

tinuous in H'.

Moreover, from the assumptions on/we have

(D(w) ̂  J ||u||2 + a, \\Amuf + at \\Amu\\e + a,

^ min(i a1)|u|2 + a2||/l1/2uf + a3,
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which implies that Oí«)->+oo as |w|—»--f-oo. Thus there exists a.u0eH'

where <I> assumes a minimum. At this point the gradient of O vanishes

and this gives
(«8, v) + (NA"2u0, Al/2v) = 0.

Since this holds for all v e D(A1/2) we obtain that NAU2un e D(Am) and

A1/2NA1/2un=—u0. Finally, setting x0=A1/2u0, we obtain xo+ANxo=0.

Q.E.D.

Theorem 4. Let A : D(A)^>-H be a selfadjoint monotone linear mapping

in a real Hilbert space H. Let f: H^>-R be a weakly Gateaux different ¡able

functional which is also weakly-lower-semicontinuous. Let N denote its

weak-gradient. Assume that there is an w>0 such that (Nu, «)^w||w||2

for all u in H. Then the equation u + ANu = 0 has at least one solution in H.

The proof of this theorem follows the same lines as the proof of

Theorem 3.
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